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FLEAS, FLEAS, FLEAS (Tora, Tora, Tora)
The very hot and humid weather that has blanketed the state for the last several weeks will
provide an extra pay-off in the coming weeks! Household flea populations are going to do very well!
There is likely to be problems with these pest through August and September. Homeowners will have
difficulty controllin~ infestations because there will be a lot of fleas on the pets (dogs and cats), as well as
a lot of fleas emerging from carpeting in several locations of the house. There are some suggestions that
we can provide:
[] Total-release aerosols do not seem to work as well as a directed spray can. People like to
say they have "bombed" the lzouse--makes 'em feel good, like they did all they could! A
spray that can be directed can be used more effectively.
·
[] Use sprays to treat areas in the house in which the pet frequently sleeps or rests. Vacuum
these areas first, then spray.
[] Vacuuming can be an effective control method for household flea infestations--but you 'II
have to do it co"ectly. Vacuum the pet sleeping/resting areas--but vacuum at the rate
of 1 sq. ft./min.! The best machine is one with a beater bar. Cover just one sq. ft. a
minute--pretty slow, but very effective in getting up some (only some!) flea larvae, most
of the eggs, and a lot of the food that the larvae depend on to live and grow to be
healthy adults. Yes, throw the bag away wizen you are done.
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[] Fleas are resistantto some of the insecticidesused in aerosols,and to some of the chemicals
used by professionals. If a product doesn't work--t,yanother. If a professionalpest
control operatoris called, ask that they use Precoralong with the insecticidespray.
Precor is a growth regulator,and it may help to limit the development of [a,vae into
adult fleas.
[] Some people are more sensitive to fleas than others--/act. So, if Aunt Sophie is the only
person getting bitten byfleas--she's not crazy--she'ssensitive!
[] Effective householdflea control can not be achieved unless the pet(s) are treated,as well as
the house! Take 'em to the vet and have 'em dipped (or whateverit is that they do!).
[] If eve,ythi,igyou trydoesn't work--thereare at least two options remaining: get rid of the
pest and get new carpeting,or sell the house! Good luck.

AUGUST NOISES
August is a great time to appreciate the insects that can make sounds. Now, a lot of insects can
make sounds. But some are so small (like leafhoppers), or the sound so faint (like beetles) that you just
can't hear them. Not the crickets, katydids, and annual cicadas--the sounds they make are loud. They
sing at night, so it is easy to hear them and focus on the sounds they are making. (Insects probably
evolved the behavior of singin$ mostly at night to avoid competition with birds, and being eaten by birds
that might find them by folfowmg the sound. Birds, of course, do not fly at night )bang into too many
trees that way!).
Crickets and katydids are some of the most common and loudest insect noise makers during the
hot August nights. The katydids are usually up in the trees, calling back and forth to each other. The
crickets are usually on the gound calling back and forth to each other. The reason for all this calling is
sexual--ye.t males are calling females! It is the males that do all the calling, and the females do all the
listening (females do not make sounds!). Crickets and katydids make their sounds by rubbing their wings
together--very rapidly! They have some special devices at the base of the wings that resemble a sharp
scraper, and a toothed file. By rubbing these two parts together they can make a very loud, and several
distinct sounds. The females have srecial "ears" located on the front legs, just below the "knees".
Amazing! (See, entomology isn't al bad bugs!)
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ANTS
August and September usually provide us the opportunity to observe several species of ants
swarm--oh joy! Pavement ants may swarm during this time, and the larger and smaller yellow ants may
swarm. All this may occur during the late afternoon or early evening, and usually cause a fair amount of
panic among homeowners. The first thought is "termites". The subterranean termites found in VA
usually swarm in the spring!
Controlling swarming ants is difficult. Insecticide can be applied directly to the nest opening. The
best material to use includes, diazinon, Sevin, and dursban. Mix the chemicals at the recommended
concentrations, and apply ( =pour) directly on the nest site.

YELLOWJACKETS
Late summer brin~s out the worst of the behavior patterns that yellowjackets have! They begin to
frequent trash cans and picnics in search of sugar-solutions. This usually brings them into contact with
folks that really don't want to be in contact with them! Somebody usually gets stung!
Prevention is the first control method. Keep lids on trash cans, keep sweet liquids covered. Try to
eliminate any reason for yellowjackets to visit an area. Insecticide sprays and aerosols around trash cans
are not usually effective.

LYME DISEASE
Lyme disease has become an important tickborne disease in Virginia and other eastern U.S.
states. It is an affliction of the summer months. This tick-transmitted bacterial disease is most likely to
be contracted during the months of June through September--when young people and adults are
outdoors. It is spreading rapidly and is now the most frequently diagnosed tick-transmitted illness in the
U.S. The disease was first reported in Connecticut in 1975, and is named after the town of Lyme in which
the disease was first observed.
The symptoms of Lyme disease are variable, ranging from acute headache to neurological
impairment, and symptoms resembling rheumatoid arthritis. The onset of the symptoms usually follow a
skin rash one to several weeks before. Fortunately Lyme disease can be treated successfully with
antibiotics adrnisistered orally. Lyme disease is also becoming a veterinary problem: dogs and horses in
areas where the disease is common have developed joint probl ems that veterinarians believe to be caused
by the Lyme bacteria.
Lyme disease is transmitted by Ixodes species ticks. These ticks are usually associated with small
to large animals, but can take a blood meal from man. There are several species of Ixodes in Virginia,
and alon~ the Atlantic coast region of the state many of the Ixodes could be carrying the Lyme disease
bacteria m their system.
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DISEASECARRYINGTICKS. a . A merican Dog Ticlc, transmits Rocky Mt. Spotted Fever, b. Deer Tick, transmits
Lyme Disease.

